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Processing involves segmented manpower from a few individual hand weavers engaged in the business to a
few small scale mills. We specialise in export of handmade-knotted carpets, paper machie , Chain -stich and
handmade shawls including pashmina shawls from Kashmir. Initially we would be available to answer your
queries about the art and craft segment from Kashmir and of late we could establish a partnership in this field
whereby we can provide your organization all kinds of basic support in terms of potential handicraft goods of
any category which your organization or any of your clients desire Quick Contact. After the insurgency in the
s though, international buyers stopped visiting and entrepreneurial middlemen were forced to move out of the
state looking for new domestic markets. More than two dozen trade routes linked this crafts hub to the rest of
the world. Kashmir represents a manufacturing class of Kashmiri handicrafts. You are on page 1of 5 Search
inside document Submitted to prof. August 08, AM IST Speaking at a public meeting in Ramban, Akhtar said
equal emphasis would be paid on all the constituencies for the development works. Idea Cellular Ltd got a
legal notice from the Kashmir Chamber of Commerce and Industry after its advertisement wrongly depicted
the ring test and irate customers began calling pashmina sellers to say they had been cheated. The various
efforts aimed at developing and promoting marketing channels in domestic Kashmir as well as export markets
can be managed through the sale of handloom products by organizing exhibitions at National, Regional, State
and District levels; providing facilities to consumers to purchase genuine handloom products under one
umbrella; promoting awareness about latest designs and varieties of handlooms; providing marketing
infrastructural support; encouraging innovation in designs and techniques; preserving and promoting
traditional skills and designs; fostering brand identity and technological developments among weavers. She
tweets at priyaramaniTo read more of Cranky Customer, go to livemint. Each smart city would get a Central
assistance of Rs crore per year for five years. So, technically speaking it has been the Kashmiri artisan who
has helped the handicraft industry to set itself on a journey toward excellence. Once we examine the Kashmiri
handicraft industry from these angles one can easily point out the loopholes prevailing in the existing
operations of the industry. Production may be done at a central point or site or at different individual points
there by increasing SCM. Kashmiri handicrafts eliminated financial crises among those people who are
affected with the physical disabilities. The vast cultural and ethnic diversity of Kashmir has enabled a variety
of motifs, techniques and crafts to flourish on this land. Related posts:. That has forced Talented ManPower
within these Divisions to quit their Positions for seeking other Lucrative Ventures or Jobs,thus leading to
Deprivation of Art within dept,hence Contributing to Competitors Advantage by giving them no Competion at
all. It may be needed initially till they themselves become aware of the Environment especially innocent
Artisans and Craftsmen.


